the jerrybuilt shrine has walls lined with glass cases filled with women's traditional dresses. Offerings of dolls, flower garlands, baby bottles, incense, lipsticks, compacts, cakes, and fruit have been set before a female figure covered in flaky leaves of gold that her worshippers have pressed upon her. Fingers have been busy outside the shrine, too. Several of the trees have had their bark worn smooth by devotees rubbing perfumed oil into the wood, hoping the trees' auspiciousness will rub off on them. Two women, smiling, ask me to choose a lottery number. Accepting my choice, they dip their fingers in the heavy perfumed oil, begin rubbing the worn spots on the tree, and urge me to follow suit. While I rub, I notice another altar located under a tree replete with Chinese porcelain Guan Yin, a brass Hindu female deity, and other figures. I wish the two women luck and return to the interior shrine where worshippers are kneeling, solemnly making their requests.
The thickly gilt figure they are praying to is Mae Naak, who was, perhaps, a real woman living 150 years ago, though no one is certain of her origins. Nonetheless, she is both a bona fide legend and a deity whose potency seems to grow over time. Not only women in love and young men about to face the draft lottery but also those with more mundane requests come to her for good luck; only pregnant women steer clear of this place. She has become an institution in Thai culture not only through her shrine, but also from the seemingly inexhaustible fascination with her story, which deepens with each new film, play, and television drama series about her.
Mae Naak, or Nang Naak, as she is also known, is iconic figure of a woman possessed by a love so powerful that it staves off death and must be contained or it will wreak havoc on society. She embodies the duality of many female characters in traditional and folk stories, encapsulating the contradictions imposed upon women that become terrifying when carried to their extreme.
A common version of her tale relates that she, a girl from a rich family, married a poor boy against her parents' wishes. They were expecting their first child when her husband Maak was called up to serve in the military-her antipathy toward the army now attracts potential conscripts to her shrine to enlist her aid in avoiding service. After suffering the horrors of the battlefield, Maak returned home to his wife and son, not knowing that both have died in childbirth and have become ghosts. She avoids sunlight but otherwise acts as the perfect companion, persuading Maak, over the warnings of the townspeople, to accept the status quo. Trouble begins when she does not accompany Maak to the village's temple fair, fearing the sun will reveal her as a decayed corpse. But her jealousy and anxiety force her out and she goes on the rampage. When a temple dancer tries to seduce Maak, Mae Naak strangles her. She next attacks the midwife, whom she accuses of being responsible for her death. She chases the headman's daughter, who also loves Maak, but the girl escapes, calling for a shaman to rescue them. He says he can do nothing until the one who loves her renounces her. Maak, still doubting, refuses until later that night when, as she is making chili paste, a lime falls through the slat in the floor. The traditional Thai house, being built on stilts, has slats so that kitchen waste can be dropped to the domestic animals below, but Mae Naak reveals her ghost nature by nonchalantly reaching for the lime, her arm stretching several feet to the ground. She begs Maak to still love her and he agrees, but wants them both to be purified, which she cannot endure.
A Buddhist novice and the shaman together compel Maak to reject her, but she remains adamant that she has only acted out of love. They capture her spirit in a pot and drop it in the river. No shame, no guilt, no recognition of error or regret occurs to her; she is loyal to her passion to the end. Though the Buddhist powers restore peace and order, they do not erase the sympathy for Mae Naak's fate of double unhappiness. She is never made a figure of fun or humiliation; although defeated, her passion loses none of its potency. Her behavior is monstrous but her motives are pure. She emerges as a provocative image of worldly attachment and desire overflowing the boundaries of the acceptable and all that Buddhism hopes to quell in human nature:
Mae Naak is both a malicious killer and a maternal guardian. She is a man's dream as well as his worst nightmare. . . . the sole purpose of her physical and spiritual existence is for love, or more precisely to serve and care for her husband forever. After she dies Nang Naak metamorphoses herself from feeble victim to a fearful demon . . . in order to hold on to her husband. Hence love seems to have a dual nature. Or it is men who hold a dubious standard towards women? (Wong 2000: 131) The construction of many female characters in Thai traditional theatre reveals an anxiety toward women who not only appear to fulfill the ideal feminine stereotype but who actually do fulfill it. A duality haunts their theatrical representation, suggesting that underneath the lovely and loving exterior lurks a frightening succubus ready to destroy not only the men they love, but the phallocentric structure of the society itself. The doubleness of their portrayal poses a dilemma not only for men who might fear their hidden potential, but also for the women who discover that following socially sanctioned patterns of behavior that curtail their own desires does not guarantee them domestic security and happiness.
During the past two decades, theatre productions in Bangkok have demonstrated a shift in attitude toward the "good girl-bad girl" division that traditionally dictated the presentation of female characters, questioning the manner of their determination. Mae Naak, as a fatal combination of both the seductress/monster and dutiful wife/ mother, most dramatically challenges the artificial division, but other similarly complex characters are being re-examined on the contemporary stage.
A Female Occupation
Current Thai dramatists are bringing female characters and their situations to the forefront because the majority of them are now women. With the advent of university drama departments created and run by women, the female students forming their own troupes after graduation, and women from wealthy families creating their own theatrical establishments, Thai modern theatre is now predominantly a female occupation. 1 During World War II, when foreign films were not allowed into the country, Thai theatre experienced a "golden age" in which male playwrights and directors flourished. After the war, these dramatists went into the more financially lucrative areas of film and television production, leaving live theatre to women. In the 1960s when the drama departments of Chulalongkorn and Thammasat universities were established to promote Western-style spoken drama, they were headed by women but were allowed to operate only under the provision that they did not overlap with the classical theatre forms taught at Silapakon, the National College of Dance and Music.
As the drama departments were offshoots of the foreign-language departments and the teachers were often Western educated, their initial contributions were to produce, translate, and adapt Western masterpieces to cultivate actors' skills in spoken drama and introduce the plays to a rather small elite community. With the second generation of theatre professors and the little theatre groups that grew out of student affiliations formed in the drama departments, creating local Thai scripts, adapting classical Thai literature, and expressing feminist concerns have emerged as major objectives. As censorship in the post-October 1976 era had dampened the aspirations of native playwrights, it was not until the 1990s that a call for Thai plays was sounded. 2 The years 1993-1997 were designated the Years of Thai Cultural Preservation (Pi Ronnarong Watthanatham), encouraging the use of Thai traditional literature as source for dramatic productions (Kerdarunsuksri 2002: 13) . 3 Contemporary directors and playwrights with feminist agendas have taken a second look at well-known female characters from classical Thai literature and allowed them to express alternative views to the patriarchal tradition.
Small experimental troupes, university productions, and commercial companies have all presented revised versions of traditionally compliant women, allowing them to be more self-assertive or, if formerly reviled, to be given a chance to defend their actions, thus challenging the traditional values applied to Thai womanhood. They have also dramatized contemporary situations that put women in conflict with their bodies and self-image. Their new plays expose the country's national shame and hypocrisy in dealing with the crisis of prostitution and the devaluing of women's roles in the rural and minority communities. Despite their unique ways of presenting their material, the shift in the dual nature of the female character in the following productions can be divided in three general categories: the duality of transformation between human and nonhuman female, revising the traditional perspective of (in)famous female characters, and the conflict between modern Western attitudes and traditional Thai modes of appropriate female behavior.
The Duality of Transformation
Female characters that change shape and temperament have long been intriguing to the Thai imagination. Most common are the ogresses and "partially human" females who transform into beautiful women to seduce unwary men. Yet these misalliances are always doomed as the females' nonhuman nature eventually wins out. Transformational characters such as the malevolent Mae Naak and the more benevolent White Snake (especially for the Sino-Thai) continue to be popular sources for theatrical reinvention, but contemporary characters possessing dual natures also appear in the current Bangkok theatre. These representations of women imply this duality is intrinsic and particular to their gender and reveal that the stereotypes governing women's behavior in their public-private roles continue to tear them in two. Mae Naak in her pursuit to be the ideal wife and mother is the quintessential personification of this conflict and its consequences.
During the past fifty years, there have been at least twenty-one movie versions of her story and many more on television. The film Nang Naak (1999) by Nonzee Nimibulr, was the largest grossing Thai film up to that time. 4 The director claims to have highlighted her love for her husband and tried to tell the story from her point of view, demonstrating that the shift in perspective is entering mainstream Thai society. As Mae Naak embodies both the ideal woman and its opposite, previous interpretations of her character have tended to focus on her fearful mien. Now the trend is moving toward showing more sympathy to her plight.
Likay Mae Naak
Mae Naak made her debut in the popular likay theatre. Scholars trace likay's origins to the dikir chants of Muslims, but according to Surapone Virulak, likay takes on distinctive Thai qualities when it fused with the Buddhist suat phramalai, a recited narrative about a monk who visits both heaven and hell and brings back news of them. His story was chanted by monks at funerals but later became imbued with risqué embellishments, losing its sacred purpose and functioning more as entertainment (Carkin 1984: 16) . When performed by laymen instead of monks, it took on an even more satirical nature, especially making fun of foreigners. The stylized movement and structure of likay was derived from the court forms, khon (the male masked dance-drama) and lakhon nai (the female dance-drama), but likay is much looser and less refined, almost a parody of the court dance dramas. First appearing in their present form in the late nineteenth century, the likay troupes were originally all men, but the Japanese prohibited female impersonators from 1942 to 1944, and since then men and women Figure 2 . In likay the itcha (1) is a negative female role, while the male phra ek and the nang ek play the hero and heroine. (Photo: Catherine Diamond) have performed together (Carkin 1984: 22) . However, the stars of the troupe are still the handsome young men in the role of the phra ek and the adolescent prince who personifies a Thai ideal of manhood-martial, but at the same time, androgynous:
He manifests both masculine and feminine characteristics, an indication of his Hindu heritage and very much part of the aristocratic Thai tradition. In appearance, he is slim, delicate, polite. . . . He is romantic but unacquainted with sexual love. He resembles a boy . . . graceful, alert, spiritualized, possessing a male form but chary of its use. . . . he is spiritualized matter. . . . in his quietness and shyness he demonstrates the Buddhist virtues of "right concentration" and "right understanding." . . . the phra ek connects the likay spectator to the symbolic figure of the King. (Carkin 1984: 151-152) Complementing the phra ek is the nang ek, the passive female ideal; hence she is not very interesting on stage. Her opposite is the itcha, the active masculine female who plays the villain. (See Plate 7.) So while a male who embodies characteristics of both sexes is idealized and his duality presents no conflict, the same is not true for the female, who is condemned for possessing any male attributes, including the expression of desire.
The itcha is aggressive, outspoken, argumentative, and openly flaunts her sexual charms. Whereas the nang ek must be wooed, the itcha attacks her male targets with great abandon (making for a great deal of comic horseplay). Like the nang ek, she is usually uneducated, but displays a craftiness and kind of masculine bravado with which she hopes to manipulate the masculine world that surrounds her. She is portrayed as sexually loose, foul mouthed, unworthy of respect and takes the brunt of many sexually oriented jokes and actions. . . . the message to the Thai woman is clear: evil results from being self-willed, outspoken, and sexually explicit. (Carkin 1984: 179) The likay tradition split the female character into a clear passive/good and aggressive/bad, but which was Mae Naak? She embodies both the nang ek and the itcha, suggesting that while the two are clearly divided personalities in likay narratives, there remains the suspicion that one lurks under the other. Mae Naak's story first appeared in likay form during the reign of Rama VI (King Vajiravudh, 1910 -1925 , when she was the only ghost ever to be featured in a play that toured all over the country: "The plot basically involved an actress who played Mae Naak, a coffin and screaming people. However, her story was dropped from the likay repertoire in the 1940s because it was too frightening to audiences who feared it would bring bad luck" (Guelden 1995: 79) .
Mae Naak was also the subject of one of the first Thai silent films, Ee Nak Phra Khanong, made by Mom Ratchawong Anusak Hatsadin in 1930 (Rutnin 1996: 187) . Her terrifying force was felt not only in live performances but also in a film version in the 1970s when, supposedly, because the cinema owner did not make an offering to her before the show, her angry spirit came out from the screen and grabbed someone in the audience. People ran out in a panic and the building was never used as a theatre again (Wong 137: n. 4 (Somtow 2003: 11-12) The Bangkok Opera production was both expensive and amateurish. Hong Kong soprano Nancy Yuen impressed with her singing, but her acting did not capture the sympathetic yet ghoulish aspect of Mae Naak. And as the acting did not adhere to a single stylization, Ralph Schatzki as Maak presented a jarring figure of an older Westerner in the role of a young Thai villager. The stark set-made of stylized flats in green and red inspired by the German expressionist film The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari -left the performers with little with which to work. Although it was daring to combine foreign singers trained in Western opera with a quintessential Thai folk myth, in the end all the diverse elements did not jell and the result was more distancing rather than engaging. Nonetheless, using Mae Naak's story for the second Western-style opera to be written by a Thai testifies to Mae Naak's enduring and broad-based significance. 6 120 Diamond 
White Snake
Another example of Buddhism repressing female desire appears in the well-known Chinese tale The White Snake. (See Plate 8.) Also made into many Thai films and television dramas, it appeared recently as the stage play Nangphaya Ngu Khao (The White Snake Queen, 1998). 7 In its traditional version, the white and green snake sisters transform themselves into humans, and the white snake falls in love with an ordinary mortal. A monk informs the husband that he is not married to a woman but a snake. The couple already has a child and the man does not believe the monk until he gives his wife a special draught that reveals her snake form. With the husband's help, the monk is again able to imprison the snake and free the man from her clutches. 8 Daraka Wongsiri, one of the few professional playwrights in Thailand, revised the tale to reflect the snake's point of view. Wongsiri has had her play produced both at the professional Bangkok Playhouse, which she cofounded in 1993, and as an experimental dancedrama at the Chulalongkorn University Drama Department, directed by Ritirong Jiwakanon. In Wongsiri's text, freely adapted from Benjamin Chia's novel Madame White Snake, White Snake is a benign creature, and the relationship between the two snake sisters is as important as the one between White Snake and her human husband, the pharmacist Xixian. He courts her and she shows no undue sexual aggression. After she marries him, she uses her knowledge of herbs to cure the villagers. This power casts her in the traditional mold of a witch, but she never uses it against anyone. Unlike Mae Naak, White Snake harms no one and, thus, the monk Fahai's antagonism stems solely from his determination to sever unholy relations between human and nonhuman. When her unmarried sister, Green Snake, pines for their mountain homeland, White Snake promises to return. She intuits that her happy family life is doomed, saying, "We will not be able to spend our lives with them [humans] because we are not accepted for what we are. . . . And I am afraid of them. I am afraid of the hatred they show us. Even a man that we love most, also leaves us with hostility. Have you ever thought what would happen to us if everybody knew the truth?" (Wongsiri 1998: 39) .
Fahai's vindictive righteousness in saving the human male from the female snake is far from the compassion of the Buddha. Wongsiri makes him the most unsympathetic character in the play. He instructs Xixian to deceive his wife by telling her that he has been imprisoned in the temple. Green Snake immediately knows it is a trap, but the loving wife takes her baby and goes to see her husband. Thus she is not guilty of any marital misconduct. Quite the contrary, she has in all ways fulfilled the wifely ideal. Her nature, not her behavior, condemns her.
Caught by Fahai's ruse, the snake goddess does not go on the rampage attacking villagers as Mae Naak did, but invokes natural forces, her old powers of rain and thunder, to battle the monk. Fahai subdues her by trapping her in the Golden Pagoda, where she is deprived of her husband, child, and sister. Only after Fahai dies does White Snake break through her prison and return to her sister in the mountains, with the final vision being of the two snakes dancing through the sky. The monk constrained them, but he was not able to destroy them. In Wongsiri's script, "The white snake is more sincere than the humans and ironically, the victorious monk Fahai looks like a villain" (Danutra 1999) .
Taking a critical look at Buddhism's patriarchal values, Wongsiri reveals the misogyny behind the monk's destruction of a woman's love for her husband and child when he calls her a "devil." The original tale, by positing the two sisters as snakes, suggests the evil animal nature lurking behind all women's power, while in the new version they show a true affection for one another as well as a transcendent love compared to the self-righteous morality of the monk. When confronted by Buddhist rejection, they return to their pure natural element-thunder and rain. When the script was first performed as an experimental dance-drama in the small theatre at Chulalongkorn, abstract movement was used to create a more suggestive ambience of a mystical world in which humans and snakes could interact. At the end, two enormous snakes that were manipulated like a Chinese lion dance, symbolizing the snakes' return to their natural state, filled the stage.
When The White Snake Queen was restaged as a musical for the Chinese New Year at the Bangkok Playhouse, it was a spectacular production with well-known singers, lavish sets, newly written songs, and a realistic Chinese mise en scène. Despite its six-month run, Wongsiri said in a February 6, 2000 interview that the modern theatre-going public is not all that enamored of romantic tragedies and prefers comedies.
In the stories of both Mae Naak and the White Snake, institutional Buddhism curtails their aspirations and power. The early antagonism between the female animist deities and Buddhism still plays a role in popular mythology. The sangha, the Buddhist clergy, is a rigid hierarchy and has consistently forbidden women an equitable role both in its organization and philosophy: "Under both state and ecclesiastical law, women are prohibited from being ordained as female Theravada monks or bhikkhunies. While they can become nuns (mae chii) such status, in religious terms is clearly in inferior and subordinate to that of monks and does not provide them with either state benefits or social prestige" (Klausner 1997: 68) . 9 One of the first conflicts between the incoming Buddhist religion and the indigenous rice goddess, Mae Khao, reveals a gender struggle for respect as well as the compromise between foreign and native ideologies. Siraporn Nathalang compares several versions of the encounter, but in all of them the goddess presents herself as more powerful than the Buddha, who must finally humble himself to exact grudging acceptance from her:
The rice goddess and the Buddha are put in a confrontational situation. . . . moreover these two characters symbolically represent two systems of beliefs. One is the belief in the rice goddess, which I would say, represents all the indigenous beliefs, and the other is the belief in the Buddha, which represents Buddhism adopted later. What the story recorded is that when the two systems of religious beliefs met, there was conflict. This is symbolically shown by the competition who is greater by demanding the other party to wai, to bow with hands pressed together, or pay respect. Since Buddhism did not recognize the importance of the indigenous beliefs, Buddha did not wai to Mae Khao who indignantly left with the result being drought and starvation. In order to gain back the balance of nature, the Buddha had to beg the rice goddess to come back. Thus the conflict is eventually resolved by Buddhism acknowledging the contribution of the indigenous beliefs. (Nathalang 2000: 106) This confrontation underwrites the antagonism of Buddhism toward the older female deities and the assimilation process by which Buddhism either incorporated their powers or forced them underground. These legendary conflicts also reveal institutional Buddhism's distrust of women as if believing that even a good woman cannot keep her demon nature in check. Female animist cults and male-dominated Buddhism coexist today. Their relationship can be seen in the uneasy though accommodating proximity of the golden elaborate Wat Mahabute and the ramshackle but well-attended shrine to Mae Naak behind it. Theatrically both Mae Naak stories and White Snake plays continue to explore this vexed relationship while gradually giving more credence to the female perspective.
Revisioning Traditional Epics
While seeing that personifications of institutional Buddhism have served to repress women in the folk and popular genres, the Indian Brahmanist tradition that dominated the court performing arts also split the female characters not only along the lines of "good" and "bad" but between what they appeared to be and what they were feared to really be. (See Plate 9.) Audiences of traditional Ramakien, the Thai Ramayana, performances were accustomed to seeing female demons who, disguising themselves as beautiful women to seduce men, receive their comeuppance, such as Summanakkha accosting Phra Lak and getting her nose cut off, and Benjaki impersonating Sita and getting burned by Hanuman, who sees through her trick. While productions of khon, lakhon nai, and lakhon lek (the small wooden puppets) continue to perform traditional versions of Thai epics, the universities and experimental groups are offering alternative interpretations of classical female characters and their situations. Busba, Kaki, Sita (Sida), and Peesue Samut have all received revised treatment on the stage. 10 Lui Fai (Overcoming Fire, 2000) was cocreated and codirected by Pornrat Damrhung, a professor at Chulalongkorn University, and Pinchet Klunchuen, a Thai classical dancer. Referring to both to the practice of suttee in the Brahminist tradition and Sita's trial by fire, the performance recontextualized several female figures from Thai classical literature, looking at their actions from a modern feminist perspective. The production was divided in two parts: "The Wedding of Misa Pramang Kuning" and "The Judgment." In the first part, based on the Indonesian Malat epic (Panji stories), called Inao in Thailand, Princess Busba, having been rejected by her fiancé Prince Inao, is pawned off on the ugly Joraka and then forced to follow his body into the flames when he dies. In the original version, popular in Thai court performance, the gods come and carry her off to heaven, but in this new version She refuses the fiery death, and questioning this seemingly ridiculous tradition whereby women are not judged on their own merits, but rather on how the male-dominated society in which they live chooses to accept them. She defies her fate, and takes on the male persona, Misa Pramang Kuning, a character who appears in another version of the epic. To take revenge, she goes in search of Inao. She finds him and they fight. When she wounds him it triggers his memory of how he toyed with Busba's feelings and broke their engagement. He proposes once again, and she prepares to wed him at last. (Sukhsvasti 2000) The exchange between Busba and Inao was presented as a stylized dance-drama, showing Javanese influence in the costuming and movement, with both actors displaying classical dance training and compelling intensity. Their reunion, however, does not end "happily ever after" for Inao has other wives. When Busba demands to know why they accept polygamy and their inferior station, they, in turn, defend the status quo. Compared to the kinetic intensity in the previous scene, the discussion between the three wives was quite static with little dramatic rationale. Damrhung was making obvious social criticism about sexual double standards, but presented it didactically rather than dramatically.
In the second half, the characters of Kaki and Sita are also presented from a revised perspective. Kaki, the central character in Kakati, one of the jatakas, the tales of Buddha's many rebirths, became a notorious adulteress in the Thai version written by Chao Phraya Phraklang during the reign of King Rama II (1809-1824) for a mahoree, a troupe of female musicians and singers. In her traditional role, Kaki is portrayed as a depraved woman given solely to the pleasures of the body. The queen of a chess-playing king, Kaki is abducted by his chess partner, the bird-king Garuda. When the king's musician helps her to escape, he seduces her (or succumbs to her blandishments, depending on one's perspective), and then she is condemned by all three as an immoral woman. That she alone among them was criticized has made her a feminist cause célèbre. 11 Pinchet Klunchuen's version was only a short episode performed in a modern dance style in which Kaki danced with both the half-man, half-bird Garuda and then the musician. This revised version did not reveal the duality of her character, but rather the double standards of her society, showing her primarily a victim of men's passion.
Finally, Sita provided the climax with elaborate preparations made for the fire used to test her chastity. The epitome of loyal and pure womanhood, she is nonetheless suspected by her husband Phra Ram after he has rescued her from the demon king Totsakan. Dressed in the gold costume of a classical lakhon dancer, she walked determinedly along a red carpet to the flames, but at the fire's edge, she lifted her foot and, looking straight at Phra Ram, pointedly refused to enter. (See Plate 10.) It was nicely timed and needed no further explanation. Given the weight of hundreds of demonstrations of Sita willingly submitting to the flames to relieve Phra Ram's misogynistic doubt, her foot hovering above the fire and then retracting rejected that ideal once and for all.
Damrhung formerly explored the traditional wifely paragon Suwandee, a woman who braves and outwits the Yamma the God of Death to rescue her husband in Khwaamrak Lae Khwaamtaay (Love and Death, 1996) . In Overcoming Fire, she confronts the sexism in Thai classical literature, giving the women a chance to respond in words and deeds. By challenging the images of women at both ends of the moral spectrum, her revisions serve to loosen their hold over people's imaginations. The revisions cannot erase the previous formations of the characters, but they can begin to destabilize them. The Ramakien might portray what is still considered an ideal prince, but its depiction of an ideal wife is no longer satisfying to the educated urban woman. If Sita does not walk into the fire, is she no longer the ideal wife? As her name is indelibly linked to traditional concepts of chastity and fidelity, can such a character still be "Sita?"
Peesue Samut, who first appears as a fearful ogress guarding the island of Lanka in the Ramakien, becomes more well known when her story is retold by Thailand's foremost classical poet, Sunthonphu (1786-1855) in Phra Aphaimani. In the poem, she falls in love with the eponymous hero, a wandering prince and gifted flautist whose music entices her. She abducts him and changes her appearance into a beautiful woman to persuade him to stay with her under the sea. He does, long enough to father a child, but then yearns for his former world and escapes with the help of a mermaid. Returning to her frightful shape, Peesue Samut pursues him avidly, but finally he resorts to the power of his music to cast its spell on her again: "To her it was at once ecstasy and agony, sweetness and bitterness, joy and despair. As she listened, she fell into a swoon. When the last notes re-echoed in the hills, the Giantess died of a broken heart, and her body turned into stone" (Purachatra 1993: 49). Whether she loves him or his music is impossible to tell, since she cannot separate the music from its maker. A pathetic monster, she is subdued by his artistry, which proves superior to all her sources of power. Recent staged versions of her story have been more critical of the prince and more sympathetic toward her predicament.
Saosoong Theatre Group (Pillar Theatre) revamped the story in Princess of the Ocean (2001) , intending to give a sympathetic view of her love, though such a thought would, according to director Nat Nualpang, "Make Sunthonphu flip in his grave." In the Saosoong version, Phra Apaimanee [sic] "is filled to the brim with testosterone and is more than willing when a female succumbs to his charms resulting in an absurd tragedy for her" (Nualpang 2001) .
Instead of humorously "reversing the roles," Manop Meejamrat, dancer and performance artist, presented his version, Peesue Samut (2003) , as part of a program featuring three solo pieces. As the amphibious demon, he appears slithering over the wall and through a trickling waterfall at the outdoor performance space located within Patravadi Mejudhon's theatre compound. While he dances in intimate proximity to the audience, his Peesue Samut is also projected on the wall of a neighboring building. Blown up to monstrous proportions, she is shown pursuing the prince as he struggles in a tiny boat to escape her. In the film she submerges under the water to chase him, while on the stage she writhes under the spell of his music. Her dual nature as predator and victim is presented simultaneously in the two different media. As with the White Snake, her nonhuman nature condemns her. After she had initially captured him, she had behaved as an exemplary wife and mother, but then, like Mae Naak, driven by uncontrollable passion, she pursues him, destroying all who stand in her way.
Dressed head-to-toe in dark brackish green scaly armor with webbed limbs and gauze covered appendages, Meejamrat, as the creature, writhed in torment while the handsome flautist-played rather humorously by an elderly musician-was seated under a tree, indulging in his own tunes, utterly indifferent to the contortions of the lovesick creature. By means of the combination of the comically immense projection and the intense red and blue light casting mysterious shadows on Meejamrat's dancing, one saw the duality of an ugly creature of superhuman strength caught in the throes of illicit passion that reduces her to subhuman weakness. Intoxicated by the music, she slithers back through the water, setting off a smoke screen of dry ice as she crawls up to the top of the wall and dies. Meejamrat reveals that beneath her gross exterior, she possesses a touching susceptibility. She cannot escape the ogre nature that condemns her, nor can the music transform her. While the poem emphasizes the adventures of the hero, the dance presented her point of view. Her passion was portrayed sympathetically, expressing her craving for a love and beauty from which she is excluded because of what she is, not what she has done.
These new interpretations challenge the one-dimensional aspect of the female characters in the classical literature from which their names have become shorthand for admirable or reprehensible behavior. The divisions have been blurred, suggesting that if the female characters are allowed to tell their own stories, they emerge as more complex and interesting when their motives are considered as well as their actions. The conscious and purposeful revision overlays a new dimension to their personalities as they attempt to make a transition from traditional norms to a modern, more liberal view of their self-assertive and individualistic behavior, yet the new redemption will remain an addition to, not a replacement for, the traditional characterization, as most of the productions have not gone beyond repudiating former views. As feminist revisions expressing their discontent with previous representations, the shift in their duality is one of partial metamorphosis. Sita will never come to represent the wife who stands up to her husband and refuses to do his will, nor will Kaki represent victimized innocence. They have not really been re-envisioned, but are shown re-acting to their prior incarnations and thus they appear on stage not as new characters, but as reflections of new attitudes toward their double-sided identity.
The West and Thai Cultural Duality
In the early twentieth century, the new genre of spoken drama in prose was introduced from the West and used to advocate Thai nationalism and modernism. Although many of these early modern dramas purportedly allowed women a more elevated status, often the "new women" who appeared in them, depicting upper middle-class urban society, merely complicated Wong's division of the seductress/ monster and dutiful wife/mother rather than eliminated it. Female morality remained divided along lines of sexual propriety but acquired new cultural dimensions-local vs. foreign, traditional vs. modern, Thai vs. Western. The female characters who pursued their desires passionately or in some way disrupted state or social order were condemned, just as their court and folk predecessors had been. These modern itchas were no longer humorous but pathetic creatures and were ruthlessly put down. What is not examined is the seductive allure of freedom behind these particular forms of "moral corruption." The female characters are created as if they themselves were the alien disease, rather than symptomatic of the deeper malaise of double standards of repression of youth and women in traditional cultures.
One of the major proponents of the European-style drama, Rama VI, King Vajiravudh (1910 -1925 , created an appearance of modernity for women in order to support his ideals in nation building. "He emphasized the importance of "modernizing women's clothing and hairstyles, which in reality was a feminizing on a Western model; women had a role in nationalism, but an adjunct one" (Fishel 1999: 158) . However, the passionate and outspoken women who transgress his model appear as benighted "brides of Frankenstein," manqué Western women, who lose their graceful Thai manners and gain little in return. The king himself created such a character in the willful and self-destructive Meh Sam-ang in Ha Loh (The Shield). 12 Taking place among families of the Western-educated elite, the play explores the theme of Thai women's social status, in which women supposedly determined their own destiny; that is, they had some say about whom they married. It shows Meh Sam-ang, the character that portrays the socalled modern woman, demonstrate the perfidy of Western influence in this Thai Liasion Dangereux as she attempts to lie and cheat her way to love and happiness. The change in conduct and dress of females, and their assuming male prerogatives of freedom in traditional Asian societies is held up as an indicator of a foreign moral corruption. Meh Sam-ang expresses not only her personal frustration but that of "modern" women trapped by patriarchal codes of conduct that condemn them.
You men are all afraid that women would become free, that's why you are always looking for things to swear at. You don't want us ever to raise our heads. You can drink, but if we just take a tiny drop you swear at us; you can smoke as much as you like but if we smoke just a cigarette or two you make a row; you can go anywhere you like and whenever you like, but if we move an inch you say we are getting into mischief; you can have as many friends as you like, but if we have a friend or two you say we are immoral! This is justice; justice indeed! Ha! Ha! (Laughs wildly and takes another sip.) (Bejra 1994: 93) Although her sexual aggression casts her as a modern likay itcha, all of Meh Sam-ang's examples of personal freedom are expressed through highly visible Western habits. While dramatists sometimes parodied the Western habits appropriated by the Thai male elite, when they were adopted by women, such habits were portrayed as transgressive because a good woman's ambitions were so tightly circumscribed.
While some dramatists such as Damrhung have used aspects of Western feminism to issue a liberal challenge to traditional role models, others such as Wongsiri and Sineenadh Keitprapai demonstrate that Western influence has been a mixed blessing, complicating the duality, not eliminating it. In contrast, Patravadi Medjudhon has embarked on a project that overtly critiques the influence of Western materialism that imprisons rather than liberates.
A graduate of the Chulalongkorn drama department, Daraka Wongsiri has been the most consistent and one of the most creative playwrights in examining how women adapt to their social roles, as well as critiquing the prevailing double standards that continue to oppress women. Working in the commercial theatre, she gives a contemporary urban twist to the dilemmas that provoke duality. Nearly all of her plays center on the foibles and tragedies of women in modern Thailand. Sometimes the female characters themselves change, as in Mae Naak, though at other times Wongsiri shifts the viewer's perspective of the women's behavior, forcing the audience to question its own "double vision."
Khun moh kha . . . tae wa man mai chai (But Doctor It's Not . . . My Face, 1995) satirizes the current extremes of vanity, probing the issue of Westernized Asians accepting the Asian face and at the same time questioning what, if anything, exists behind the face in the prevailing superficial materialism of Bangkok life. Two women have cosmetic surgery, but the drunk plastic surgeon exchanges their faces, giving the wealthy, aging one, who is in for her tenth facelift, the face of a 23-year-old karaoke starlet who was her former maidservant. Later the remade older one seduces the younger one's boyfriend, and the young woman deceives her former employer's son in order to get the family jewels. The stage furniture was made in the shape of human body parts, "creating a surreal environment re-enforcing the superficial, the disassociation of the self and its outward appearance" (Parivudhiphongs 1995) . Though similar to Western classical comedies of maidservants and mistresses exchanging places, the play not so much critiques class differences nor confirms a social hierarchy, but satirizes the greed and vacuity pervading the entire spectrum of society. While the two characters switch exteriors, their interior selves do not provide any kind of moral base on which to build a more substantial identity. In Wongsiri's feminist thriller Kularb See Lued (Rose, No Blood, 1998), five women friends rent a house together in which one is murdered and her ghost continues to haunt the premises. Each one reveals that she has committed misdeeds in response to having been a victim of gender-oriented injury, including the ghost who was sexually abused as a child. Behind their benign exteriors they all possess motives for violence that could have resulted in the murder. Siriyakorn Pukkaves, playing the ghost, demonstrated "an exceptional emotional range the way her mentally-disturbed character quickly shifted from quiet contemplation to intense rage within the same scene" (Phoborisut 1998). Thus, much of the action was motivated by the main character's dual identity and, like the more recent versions of the Mae Naak story, because the main character tells her own story, her acts are somewhat mitigated by her suffering. Wongsiri is in the forefront of the theatrical trend that examines the cause of the female dual nature and finds that society is more to blame than the individual women, but, by giving the characters internal complexity, she avoids portraying them as helpless victims.
She condemns the double standard applied to women's behav-ior by revealing the inevitability of its producing a Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde personality. In her monodrama Pinaikam Khong Ying Wikonjarit (Testament of a Psychotic Woman, 1994), which was heralded as Thailand's first solo stage play, Kanokwan Buranon portrayed a woman who "switches back and forth between being a sweet vulnerable young lady and being an aggressive determined one; between being an insane girl and being a mature 'regular' person" (Pornpitakpan 1994) . Under the psychological strain she finally commits murder. In Saam Sao, Saam Saam (Three Bad Girls, 1996), Wongsiri teases members of the audience with their own prejudices. Directed by her long-time collaborator Suvandi Chakravoravuth, the play has three dead women narrate their stories: "A social climber who creates a royal genealogy for herself; a gambling manic who fixes numbers; and a betrayed woman that knowingly falls for a no-good Lothario and does him in. Their fates are left up to the audience that votes on which one gets to go to heaven while consigning the other two to hell" (Welty 1996) . Many spectators wanted to send all three to hell, and each night the different audience chose a different combination. Wongsiri confesses that in her own opinion none of them should go to hell, but is content to have the audience discuss the matter. She makes the audience responsible for its own judgment, and, while hoping for some introspection, she keeps the tone light and entertaining (Interview, January 30, 2002) . Writing scripts for television in order to finance her theatre and, therefore, sometimes having to write her stage plays quickly, Wongsiri is often dismissed as a commercial writer whose works are not worth serious literary consideration, but, by tapping into the popular consciousness, she perhaps comes closest to touching the communal unconscious that gave rise to Mae Naak. She extends Mae Naak's predicament into the modern world, where women are still condemned when they strive to advance themselves, and explores the contortions that result when they try to comply with competing demands. The threat of violence simmers just below the surface of even the most diffident. 13 Venus Party ([no Thai title] 2003), a self-consciously feminist production, focused exclusively on Western models for contemporary women and found them as insufficient as traditional Thai norms. Performed at the Pridi Banomyong Institute, it was produced by the combined forces of three experimental groups that have grown out of university affiliations: B-Floor, Crescent Moon (Prachansiew), and WOW. Sineenadh Keitprapai of the long-running Crescent Moon directed this piece of physical theatre in which the five actors only spoke gibberish, though the meaning of the scenes was easily understood. 14 The performance was a series of loosely linked vignettes about incidents of gen-der conflict and identity, all enacted with tongue-in-cheek humor. The actors used portable door frames from which to emerge and interlink the scenes, and also to suggest the artifice of multiple identities not only of the actors in their various roles but also the conflict between the real and ideal in the female characters. In one of the first scenes, the girls study ballet, each with her own barre, but the plump one never manages to become her own ideal of a lithe ballerina. In a seduction scene, two couples dressed in bolero outfits dance tango, followed by a wedding in which the bride throws the bouquet to the plump girl. The flowers are manipulated on a pole that dances out of her reach as she crawls after it without success.
The plump girl enters a plastic surgeon's waiting room, where two attractive women sit reading magazines. Out walks one of the successful patients, a male actor in drag with oversized breasts but otherwise bandaged from head to toe. (See Plate 11.) Seeing the results of plastic surgery, the first two thrust the plump girl into the surgeon's office and then flee at the horrific sounds of her being torn apart. The scene attacks the Thai obsession with physical appearance that is exacerbated by the fact that many media stars are Eurasians, thus presenting an ideal of beauty that is a blend of Asian and Caucasian features.
In the final dismal scene, a husband and wife are attached by a rope tied at their necks, reminiscent of Lucky and Pozzo. 15 The man eats, reads the paper, and watches television while she cooks and irons. When he laughs at the television, she looks up and laughs too; this irritates him and he pulls the rope. She pulls her end, refusing to be a passive victim of violence, but the struggle offers no resolution. In the closing image, the three women in their door frames look out hopefully as if the future alone will help them to escape their predicament. The piece offered little in terms of provocative insight or new views of women's struggles with their bodies and social double standards, but it was performed with clever use of props and movement smoothly shifting from scene to scene. What was startling about this presentation of a "Thai woman's life" was the exclusive use of Western images and symbols. When questioned about the absence of any particularly Thai representations, Keitprapai replied that these were the images she saw when growing up and therefore used them, revealing the ubiquity of Western influence on the urban populace, especially college-educated women (Interview, January 17, 2003) . Clearly these women were battling images perpetrated by mass media and advertising that pervade their urban milieu, but they affirmed no other alternative, nor did they possess Mae Naak's disruptive power.
When the West is represented as a monolithic entity on the Thai stage, it is almost always viewed as a pernicious influence on social relations in general and on women in particular. It evokes an image of immorality based on youth libertinism, drugs, instant gratification, liberalized sexual behavior of women, sex tourism, AIDS, and prostitution. The female body becomes a battleground between 134 Diamond conservative local forces pressing traditional "Asian values" and Western liberal ones advocating more freedom for personal determination, both being made more complicated by the extensive "sexploitation" of a large sector of Thai women. Thai intellectuals such as Sulak Sivaraksa have promoted Buddhism as a means repulsing or containing the encroachment of Western materialism in Thai life (Sivaraksa 1990: 168-169) . One dramatist who has taken Buddhism directly onto the stage is the famous actress/ director Patravadi Mejudhon. 16 She has sought to popularize much of Thai classical literature and make it attractive to younger audiences. In 1995 she embarked on a series of performances called The Buddhist Bible. The first was a solo performance entitled Raai Phra Trai Pidok (Narrating the Buddhist Tripitika) and directed by Manop Meejamrat, it opened her one-hundred-seat Black Box Theatre. (See Plate 12.) Drawing on Japanese butoh techniques to dramatically render the Buddhist concept of the "basket of knowledge," it marked the first time a religious subject was interpreted in a modern context in Thailand.
In 2002, Mejudhon presented Buddhist Bible 2, Paticca Samuppada (Dependent Arising) inspired by a text called "Dharma Conversations with a Mae Chii" by Sunsanee Stirasuta. While wishing to present the spirit of Buddhism to youth, she did not address the gender discrimination within the sangha and instead acknowledged the contribution of the underrepresented female voice. Sunsanee Stirasuta is a well-known Buddhist figure, and the play attracted many of her adherents. Nonetheless, the production revealed the sangha's suspicion of the inherent duality in the female character, for Buddhism, like Christianity, purports that evil resides in the female body. In a series of scenarios Buddhist Bible 2 contrasts the evils of illusion with the path of true knowledge, beginning with a vibrant scene of hell-a Western-style disco. Presiding high over the gyrating bodies in skimpy tight clothes, Mejudhon herself portrays a female personification of evil. Costumed with a long-haired wig of a Japanese nö devil (with two sprouting horns) and the long quivering fingernails of Rangda, the Balinese female demon, she is a striking "Durga" figure. Such an imaginative conglomeration, however, is not so much fearful as dynamic and powerful on stage. Though dressed like an amalgam of Asian deities, the domain was clearly Western. "Welcome to hell" she said in English, then intoning the words "pain," "sorrow," and "suffering."
In a following scene, Mejudhon attacks vanity as she appears gorgeously costumed as white-gowned princess who wants to be taller, and so attempts to walk in higher and higher high-heeled shoes until she keels over. In another scene, other actors satirize the cult of appearance in Thailand's many beauty contests, with one of the contestants in drag and all engaging in a tussle for the crown. Drugs, greed, and sex are paraded like characters in a medieval morality play, while in each scene a mysterious "Everyman" in a white mask and padded costume, symbolizing a newborn baby, ponders these temptations. Dressed as an old woman with a thick white wig, Mejudhon accosts a young thief to find out why he steals. A wise, grandmotherly type, she cajoles him into mending his ways. The performance culminates with a film insert of the mae chii uttering the Buddhist prescription for releasing oneself from desire. Dressed in white, Mejudhon and the young actors then declaim directly to the audience, harkening back to likay's origins as a form of sermonizing. Pagan wildness has metamorphosed to sedate lecture with the conflict having been expressed both verbally and through the dancing of the padded child.
Mejudhon, although educated in the West and trained in both Western theatre and Southeast Asian dance forms, juxtaposes a rather simplistic duality; the evil of so-called "Western" materialism is contrasted with the spiritual purity of Thai Buddhist culture. She appears to be offering an alternative to Thailand's youth but does not deal with the core of the conflict-the source of desire-and, like Rama VI in The Shield, attacks only the outward manifestations. Instead of a vehi-136 Diamond cle of repression, Buddhism is portrayed positively as the necessary antidote to uncontrolled desire and its instant gratification as symbolized by the West. Mejudhon tries to show a Buddhism relevant to modern life, stripping it of its hierarchical character and returning to basic precepts. However, because she is such a dynamic performer as the demon, the quiescent message at the end is somewhat compromised by the sheer theatricality of evil. Although she plays both the good and evil characters, she reinserts the divide between native and foreign, traditional versus modern, even old versus young. Morality has been reinscribed by forfeiting the "Western" formulas of youthful pleasure in fashions and dances that ostensibly lead to drugs, sex, and theft, rather than seeing conflicting forces coexisting in a single contemporary individual. As theatre, the nun's sermon is not as compelling as the demon's dance, and staging detachment has its inherent contradictions. That Buddhism has never completely fulfilled the needs of the Thai populace, especially women, is evinced by the continued popularity of Mae Naak's shrine and those of other local deities.
Mejudhon is expanding the uses of theatrical performance into the territory of religion. In January 2005 she began sponsoring a Dhamma Theatre Festival and has been hosting weekly experimental works that explore social issues from a Buddhist perspective. However, they continue to be primarily didactic rather than aesthetic, inviting the audience to intellectually consider the moral duality rather than engaging it emotionally in the manner of the highly personalized conflict embodied by Mae Naak.
These three dramatists (Wongsiri, Keitprapai, and Mejudhon) show the obstacles their female characters encounter when they attempt to conform to Western images of femininity and Western notions of feminist empowerment; they are entrapped in a new duality that does not remove the traditional one but is superimposed on top of it. "Modern," instead of liberating, becomes a new source of oppression, creating pressure to adopt yet one more confining standard of appearance and behavior. While the expression of desire has always signified lack of virtue in the staged female character, that expression has now been given a Western branding in Venus Party and The Buddhist Bible. Mae Naak's quest for love has been perverted and manipulated by commerce, specifically perpetrated by Western media and its Thai imitations. 17 A Contemporary Mae Naak?
Perhaps the most contentious shift of Mae Naak's duality appeared in the 1996 monodrama Puying Plastic (The Plastic Woman), directed by Maya cofounder Santi Chitrachinda for the opening of the troupe's Mayabox theatre space. Maya, one of the longest-operating and most internationally well-known theatre groups in Thailand, has a rigorous performer training program and travels into the slums and remote areas using theatre to instruct and entertain impoverished children. Starring the veteran actress Ornchuma Yutthawong, the script was based on a short story, "Leaving 1974" written in 1994 by Rong Vongsawan. The premise of the play is that a scientist creates a female specifically to fulfill all male desire. She exits the realm of the unconscious and walks out on the street naked with the purpose of sleeping with every man, and all men say they love her. When she asks, "What is love?" they are infuriated and kill her. After she has been torn apart, a poor fisherman sadly picks up the pieces. As a solo piece, the performer has to depict both the desiring male and the desired female.
Though the script emphasizes her construction as a fantasy, the Plastic Woman, like Mae Naak, is an apotheosis of female perfection, an accomplishment that deceives and destroys her. As the totally objectified female, the Plastic Woman no longer suffers any internal duality; she is perfect, nonetheless she explodes, dismembered by the very men who desire her, suggesting that the origin of the duality is in the complex nature of male desire rather than in its object. A shift occurs when women begin to consider their own desire. The Plastic Woman, like Mae Naak, must be contained or destroyed-her desirability threatens the stability of the community as much as Mae Naak's love. The Plastic Woman gains nothing from her ability to give to one and all.
The townspeople follow her with perplexity She is exactly the woman she should be. Flesh women hate Plastic Woman. Men try to explain. She cannot understand. A psychiatrist advises, You should hate back. But she has no hatred for anything or anyone.
(Chitrachinda 1996: 2)
The Plastic Woman is also the ultimate reduction of Mae Naak. Implicit in Mae Naak's function as a good wife and mother are her beauty and her ability to fulfill her husband's desire. Only when pressed by the outside world does she take the offensive to protect her marriage. As an objectification of desire, the Plastic Woman is seemingly without needs of her own. Debased and cheapened by contemporary materialism, she has become soulless doll instead of a powerful, awe-inspiring ghost. Nonetheless, her undiscriminating willingness to give love proves just as threatening. Stripped of social status, she is no longer the beloved daughter, loving wife, and devoted mother-her attractions have been reduced to dismembered buttocks and breasts, a fate worse than being clamped in a clay pot and tossed to the bottom of a river. She conceals no hidden identity, nonetheless she returns us to the moral conundrum: is she a "good" woman fulfilling her role of offering unconditional love, or a plague to society? Mae Naak and the Plastic Woman challenge the stereotypes by fulfilling both female roles beyond maximum capacity.
In the first production some difference of interpretation surfaced between the director's and the actress's perception of the role. The actress wanted to infuse the fabricated character with the inner life of a "real" woman, which distinguished between fantasy and reality. That is, she wanted to restore the duality, the internal friction between what is portrayed and what is perceived. The director seemed to want a more externalized, camp presentation. Thus, in 1998, it was remounted with Asadawut Luangsuntorn, a man, playing the role of the soulless Plastic Woman with "black nylon hair diamonds in her eyes, teeth made of pearl powder and tiger claw and full breasts made of real rubber." Both productions were well received within Thailand but only the latter was taken abroad. In order to free the character from the "limitations" of a feminist consciousness wishing to identify with her, she had to be played by a man because the particular nature of her perfection was created by men. His performance restored her symbolic function, demonstrating that she has no reality beyond her fabrication in the male imagination. Thus she conforms to Thailand's "third sex," the katheoy, or feminized men who "know how to be more feminine than real women." While Mae Naak and many of the traditional depictions of female characters reflect the Buddhist suspicion that the duality of beauty and beast reside within female nature itself, contemporary performances such as The Plastic Woman explore its origins in the psyche of the male beholder. 18
Conclusion
Though Mae Naak supposedly lies buried beneath her shrine, she remains alive in the Thai unconscious and, like all ghosts, is capable of constant reappearance and renewal. The unconscious mind, the receptacle of terror and desire, requires art, rather than ideology, to express its intricate governance of the contradictions in our behavior and aspirations. The analytical mind may interpret the role of gender, but only the imagination, such as in theatrical creativity, can plumb its root sources in the unconscious of both an individual and his/her community.
Some interpretations say the Mae Naak story critiques lazy, disobedient daughters-in-law who would rather extend a hand to fetch a dropped lime rather than go to the effort of picking it up properly. Others suggest that Mae Naak's dilemma might be chronological, that she was once a beloved wife but when her husband returns home, he desires a new woman, which he cannot have until he follows the novice's "advice" to expunge the old, and she fights back. In numerous folkloric accounts, husbands justify their own desertion by claiming that their wives have become shrews, ogres, snakes, or ghosts. Some versions accentuate Maak's horror and fear of his wife's transformation while others actually have him happily remarry or become a monk. Somtow's and Nimibulr's recent productions show him more reluctant to give her up, being forced to by his community and the monk. His love, too, blinds him to reality, but it does not possess her destructive energy. None of these theories satisfactorily explains the enduring popularity of her story.
Feminist productions of traditional works, whether realistic or experimental, all too often reverse the old moralities rather than provide new visions. They stop just when they have overturned former prejudices and do not enter into new territory. They are the reactions of the conscious mind that cannot fully uproot images lodged in the unconscious. One observer of The White Snake Queen remarked that she doubted whether many in the audience would contemplate the sympathetic version of the tale, and if they did, what would it change? A snake was still a snake and people would continue to be irrationally afraid of it.
Shifting perspectives and exposing social double standards does not necessarily probe their deeper etiology or the reasons for their persistence. Mae Naak remains popular because the conditions that gave rise to her story over a hundred years ago continue to exist, albeit with new variations. Female characters that once rankled under status quo norms and took the initiative to control their lives were traditionally considered mad or dangerous, while in the twentieth and early twentieth-first centuries any female behavior that contravenes traditional norms can be dismissed as a corruption from or victimization by the West. Though universities put out more female than male graduates and women make headway in society, dramatists are still searching for their appropriate representations.
In the process of reinterpreting traditional literature, giving individual female characters more freedom to express their own thoughts and feelings might be a necessary step. Dramatists engaged in these productions say they are not so much interested in the past but are using famous works to address today's social ills. As such, in eliminating the character's inner duality and faulting instead social double standards, dramatists might be doing a service to the underrepresented women in their community, but a question persists as to their contribution to art as whole, the creative endeavor that taps into the creative core of a people. Once extracted, revivified, released, and given their own lives to live, so to speak, have these remade personalities of Kaki or Peesue Samut been defanged? Are they still capable of evoking mystery and terror, or do they merely become victims of patriarchal forces? Overtipping the balance in the opposite direction to redress past injustices does not eliminate their duality but shifts it from an internal to an external one. As their frustrations and resentments are consciously manipulated by a feminist awareness and expressed in a feminist discourse shaped by American-educated dramatists, the revised characters now become somewhat obvious, predictable, and stripped of inner contradictions-Oscar Wilde's "sphinxes without secrets."
Wongsiri's productions, on the other hand, suggest that contemporary society will continue to create conditions that foster an inner duality. Behind that "well-adjusted" modern career woman there will always be the lurking itcha. But is she dangerous to the patriarchal structure or only to herself ? The promise that Western freedoms would alleviate the stress of duality by allowing the female characters more public space in which to maneuver has proved unsatisfying and illusory. Perverted materialistic concepts of modernity have become traps for the unwary, and characters that found traditional ideals too confining discover that the alternative models promoted by the West are just as misleading. Patravadi embarks on the possibility of a new Buddhistbased alternative, but where does that leave Mae Naak and her Buddhist antagonist? Thus, the potential for exploring the "schizophrenic" female personality on stage and in film remains strong.
Live theatre is itself caught in the dilemma. Produced and watched mostly by women, whether a late-night outdoor likay, a matinee at the National Theatre, or an experimental drama at the Bangkok Fringe Festival, it exists on the periphery of Thai life today. Actress Onchuma Yuthawong concedes that theatre is taken up by women because the art is a "soft" subject in Thai society, therefore attracting few men (Interview, November 7, 2003) . Thus it is marginalized by the participants' own secondary status. Western style plays and experimental performances have little impact on Thai society, seeming at times a decorative and self-indulgent occupation of the educated upper class. Mae Naak's popularity, however, as witnessed by the crowd of devotees at her shrine, belongs mostly to Thailand's lower classes. Her story has been exploited by sensational television dramas, though Somtow and Nimibulr demonstrate that it can also inspire respected works of art. She mostly appeals to people with village roots, as many in the educated middle-class express fatigue at her story's frequent repetition and dismiss it as a "ghost story." Though mothers still use her name to scare naughty children, gradually her tale is being told less to inspire fear than to evoke sympathy for her in this life as if the spectator, like Maak, refuses to believe she is really dead while at the same time delighting in her supernatural and grotesque antics. Mae Naak's strength comes from her hold on the unconscious; like Medea, she forces her audience to imagine the unimaginable, the death, love, rage, and sorrow that admits no barriers. Moreover, she dares to rise up against everyone. She implicates the whole society as the cause of her misery-from the military who takes away her husband, the women who try to seduce him, the midwife who kills her, to the monk who captures her. She rages not only against her fate but also man-made structures, and is able to fight back, fulfilling female fantasies of revenge. The evocative power of her ghost is eternal; she rises again and again in different media, in different configurations because she is deeply rooted in the communal imagination, inspiring both fear and awe, and, finally, pity. NOTES 1. Sodsai Bhuntumkomol (also called Kru Yai) founded the drama department at Chulalongkorn University and Mattani Mojdara Rutnin founded the one at Thammasat University. Patravadi Mejudhon and Daraka Wongsiri run the two largest private theatres, while the former also sponsors the Bangkok Fringe Festival. Rossami Paoluengtong, a prominent activist playwright and director of Theatre 28, also established AKAONI at the Saeng Arun Arts and Cultural Center, an umbrella organization for many theatre groups. Many of the groups remain, but the center foundered during the 1997 financial crisis in Thailand.
2. October 1976 marks the climax of conflict between left-wing demonstrating students at Thammasat University and the police aided by right-wing paramilitary groups. After the police killed hundreds of students, the military seized power and ended that period of Thailand's civil democracy.
3. Kittisark Kerdarunsuksri writes, "The first adaptation of traditional literature into modern stage drama was Witayakorn Chiengkul's Nai Aphaimani adapted from the poet Sunthonphu's work Phra Aphaimani (the Peesue Samut story), and was staged in 1971 among a small circle of students and intellectuals" (2002: 1, n.1.). Kamron Gunatilaka, one of the founders of the Crescent Moon Theatre, made one of the first important attempts to com-bine indigenous Thai stories with Western forms in a series of pieces called Chonnabot (The Rural). He maintains, however, that although Thailand has folk tales, it does not have mythology of the kind that gave rise to Greek drama. Therefore he and others who want to use indigenous material have found it difficult to develop a serious and profound theatre based on Thai folk legends (Interview with the author, February 1, 2002) .
4. The film cast two stars, pop singer Inthira Charoenpura (Sine), in her first film, and Winai Kraibutr as Maak. The director spent several years researching the folklore surrounding the story and paid attention to period details, recreating a plot that many already deemed dull by overuse to make his film a hit.
5. Phii are pre-Buddhist spirits that exist everywhere in Thailand and are usually different from the klom, the potent spirits of women dying in childbirth, which exist in Laos and Cambodia as well. But Wong suggests that Mae Naak is a phii tai thang klom, a dead pregnant woman who becomes a fierce ghost (Wong 2000: 130) .
6. The complete libretto was published in the program in both Thai and English. Composer and conductor Somtow Sucharitkul both wrote the music and directed the performance. Sucharitkul wrote his first opera, Madana, in 2001, based on a verse drama Madanabadha by Rama VI. Italian opera began to influence Thai theatre during the nineteenth century in the creation of new genres such as lakhon dukdamban (modernized dance theatre) and lakhon rong (musical). These allowed the actors to sing themselves rather than dance to the accompaniment of a narrating singer ( Jungwiwattanaporn 1999: 5) .
7. The White Snake was also a popular film in 1999. 8. Wolters writes, "Chou Ta-kuan, the Mongol envoy to Angkor in 1296, recorded that the Khmers believed that their ruler slept every night with a serpent princess (nagi) and that the result of the union was the country's prosperity" (Wolters 1999: 85) . Although dealing with the Khmer rather than the Thai, this reference does suggest that Buddhism was trying to dislodge and discredit an earlier and prevalent animist belief.
9. Moreover, a daughter becoming a nun does not confer any special merit on her parents, while a son becoming a monk does, especially for the mother. "The devout woman, or mae chii . . . Thai people usually see as either "destitute" or a "housekeeper" of the monks at a temple . . . unlike a monk, she was neither a role model for female spirituality nor venerable symbol of authority in other-worldy matters" (Kepner 1996: 34) .
While philosophical Buddhism may preach an escape from desire, popular Buddhism seems more inclined to fulfill it-at least male desire -in the way heaven was depicted on stage; "A commoner would appreciate it more if a great king in a play possessed some 84,000 concubines and approved less if he had only 800 consorts. If it happened that a king or a nobleman had only one wife, people would be contemptuous of him since he would be considered no better than a commoner. A god should have at least 1,000 nang fa, female celestial attendants. Those who had accumulated a great deal of merit would go to heaven after death and own as many as 200,000 female celestials" (Sthirakoses 1992: 109 In 1996, Makhampom Theatre's production of Malai Mongkhon, commissioned to warn teenagers of the dangers of AIDS, took issue with such heavenly double standards. Showing a young couple who have died of AIDS visiting the regions of heaven and hell, the play critiques the Buddhist image of heaven as a male paradise. Writer and director Pradit Prasartthong comments, "Nang fa (female angels) are created to sexually serve thewada (male angels). According to the Phra Malai myth, when people who accumulate a degree of merit are reborn in heaven, they will gain a number of angels as their servants. The more meritorious acts people perform, the more angels they obtain. The nang fa can be viewed as prostitutes in heaven" (Kerdarunsuksri 2002: 13) .
10. A famous revision of a traditional text occurred much earlier. Khun Suwan, a noble woman in the mid nineteenth century and Thailand's first known female playwright, attempted to give voice to her central female character and challenge the status quo behavior in her own version of Unarut. Her two chamber plays satirized court norms and displayed such incomprehensible originality that she was deemed insane:
The author of two unfinished satirical poetic dramas entitled Phra Malethethai (Prince Malethethai) and Unarut roi ruang (The Hundred Tales of Unarut), she composed these dramatic works to be recited in a private setting rather than be staged. The former text begins with a prince in the forest who then awakens at night to have a beautiful woman beside him. Although the story, theme, plot, and characters are conventional, the concept of a woman being spirited away in her sleep to meet a man to love and be loved, is anything but conventional and is instead a female sex fantasy and escape from repression. (Kepner 1996: 10-11) In the other play, a satire of sexual relations, including lesbianism, in the court, she concealed her intentions in abstruse verbal puzzles. Because sexual desire was considered to be a delicate subject, she devised elaborate linguistic and stylistic strategies. It is possible that she encouraged the idea that she was insane to protect herself, for work composed by a madwoman could be overlooked and her position at court preserved.
11. In 1994, Janaprakal Chandreung at the Chulalongkorn Faculty of Fine Arts presented Kamupataan Kaki (Kaki: A Tale of Lust and Delusion), which began a process of revision showing both sexes equally culpable of lust and delusion. An even more sympathetic portrayal was adopted in a ballet of her story, Kwam Rak Kaki (The Love Story of Kaki), composed by Somtow Sucharitkul in 1997. He sympathized with her actions, saying she refuses to feel remorse for her amours, which are part of her karma as a beautiful woman charged with great sexual power. "It is the fate of Kaki. Her nature is to give. When many men want to possess her in a male-dominated society, she can't refuse them and must yield to their desire and passion. Why don't we blame the Garuda and the harp player as lustful, instead of condemning Kaki" (Teerawichitchair 1997) .
12. Rama VI wrote over one hundred dramas, of which about twenty were written in English, a practice he began while a student in England. Originally writing The Shield in Thai under the pseudonym Phra Khan Bejra, he later translated it into English.
13. As a major tourist destination, Thailand advertises itself as "The Land of Smiles." It has recently acquired another dubious reputation as the country in which more women are reported to have cut off their partner's penises than any other. One such woman claimed that what made her take the drastic action was not that she had to be subservient to her husband but that she "had to obey him with a smile," implying that the tension between her true feelings and the effort of keeping a smiling exterior made her crack.
14. Because the piece was being prepared for a women's theatre festival in the Philippines, it was necessary that it be comprehensible to an international audience.
15. The rope around the couple's necks might be a parody of a Thai wedding ritual of tying a piece of white twine around heads of the bride and groom.
16. Although I follow Western academic custom and call her "Mejudhon," Patravadi is so well known as "Patravadi" that even her theatre complex is known as Patravadi Theatre. Using the family names of Thai dramatists even in print seems awkwardly formal as they are often referred to in the press by their first names or the polite but friendly Ms. Patravadi or Mr. Manop.
17. By 1985 almost every urban home had a television set, and three types of Thai drama serials were most popular: historical dramas that focused around a particular family such as one based on the novel Four Reigns or important historical figures such as Phibun Songkram, prime minister from 1930s to 1950s; rags-to-riches tales that mirrored the rapid growth of material wealth in the city; and plots exploring the changing roles of women, the largest segment of the dramas' audience. Some of these looked at women remaking gender roles in situations of crisis and adversity, while others contrasted female roles between the new middle class and urban underworld of crime and prostitution. Others told of women succeeding in multiple roles as lovers, mothers, and tycoons (Phongpaichit and Baker 1996: 124-125) . Director Mattani Rutnin, who has produced several women-centered dramas and a video on child prostitutes, levels criticism at these programs for emphasizing the romantic element and rarely analyzing the social causes, therefore give a skewed sensationalized view of both the nadir (a prostitute) and zenith (a female tycoon) of women's positions.
18. Cultural scholar Chetana Nagavajara has discussed the self-conscious feminism in many modern Thai novels but has expressed dismay at its finding proper theatrical representation. He suggests that a consciously constructed creation can never reach the same profundity as the work that man-ages to tap the communal unconscious. Contending that traditional dance choreography and verse could manifest greater cultural nuance than realism, he seems uneasy with the overly individualized interpretation imposed by either a director or actor, calling it a substitute for the more profound cultural geste. He cites that when likay troupes were all male, an actor with a rather husky voice playing the Princess Busba whose dramatic geste (more than just a physical gesture, it embraces the attitude of an individual with the accompanying verbal expression) fit the role perfectly and was a real pleasure to watch, whereas today likay is performed "realistically" by men and women with the result that the "theatre of the signifiers" has become the "theatre of signifieds" and may have reduced the interpretative involvement of the public, now accustomed instead to ready-made entertainment packages for quick consumption (Nagavajara 1996: 174-175) .
Nagavajara faults the realism brought in by film and television for destroying the aesthetic of the single -gendered performance, which, by relying on the cultural geste of gender, engaged the audience more deeply and made a more significant impression on its unconscious in the process. His cultural geste is a physical manifestation of a shared value, and it is precisely this value that some feminist productions such as Venus Party and Overcoming Fire challenge, while The Plastic Woman reifies it with a male performer even as it critiques female exploitation.
